Good enough backhaul is not always good enough

The benefits our backhaul solution offers to strengthen the communications lifeline for your first responders

Utmost resiliency
- 1+1 control redundancy
- Errorless adaptive modulation
- Native 4-wire/TDM interfaces

Real robust connection
- 1+1 interface protection
- Hitless non-stop routing
- Synchronization assurance

Full legacy interop
- Multi-layer recovery
- Assured SLA
- Deterministic QoS

Strong security
- End-to-end service encryption
- DDoS defense and mitigation
- Login anomaly/misconfig detection

Simplified operation
- Unified IP/microwave management
- Reduced OPEX
- Optimal cabling/installation

Our single-chassis solution
- 7705 SAR-8 Layer 3 IDU
- Wavence radio
- Outdoor
- Indoor
- MPT-HQAM
- UBT-5/T/m
- MPT-HLC

Your first responders deserve the best. Is your microwave backhaul missing something?

To expand the human possibilities of the connected world
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